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MESSAGE TO THE GRADUATES

Congratulations on the successful completion of your studies at The University of Texas at Dallas! We’re proud of you!

When you enrolled at UT Dallas, you undoubtedly expected to take the traditional walk across the stage in your graduation regalia while your family and friends cheered from the stands.

Unfortunately, the global health crisis has caused significant disruption to life as we know it. We are so very disappointed that your final months at UT Dallas didn’t include the usual fanfare that surrounds commencement.

Please know that our pride in your accomplishments is undiminished, and we will find a way to commemorate this important milestone in person on our beautiful campus.

While the pandemic has taken much from our world, this fact remains unchanged: We wish for each of you a fulfilling and rewarding future. You are our legacy. The very reputation of UT Dallas will be defined by you, as it has been by the accomplished graduates who have come before you.

Thank you for choosing UT Dallas for your studies, thank you for all that you contributed to our university during your studies, and, once again...

Congratulations, Class of 2020!

Richard C. Benson  
President  
Eugene McDermott Distinguished University Chair of Leadership

Inga H. Musselman  
Provost  
Cecil H. Green Distinguished Chair of Academic Leadership
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HUMANITIES

Studies in Literature

Rawad Yosof Emohamad Alhashmi
  Professors: Dennis Kratz
    Nils Roemer
  Dissertation: *Dystopian Literary Channels Between Arabic And Western Literature*

SCHOOL OF BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES

DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Megan Janelle Adelson
  Professor: Jackie Nelson
  Dissertation: *Division of Labor and Conflict Across Three Stages of Heterosexual Romantic Relationships*

Kevin Joe Carson
  Professor: Robert Ackerman
  Dissertation: *Humor as a Facilitator of Intimacy in Developing Friendships*

Hans Schaeferkoeter Klein
  Professor: Amy Pinkham
  Dissertation: *The Limited Effect of Neural Stimulation on Visual Attention and Social Cognition in Individuals with Schizophrenia*
SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC, POLITICAL
AND POLICY SCIENCES

DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CRIMINOLOGY

Sungil Han
Professor: Alex Piquero
Dissertation: *Multiple Perspectives on Immigrant and Crime Relationship*

Melissa Pauline Hayslip
Professor: Alex Piquero
Dissertation: *College Athletes, Strain, and Substance Use*

Vrishali Kanvinde
Professor: Nicole Piquero
Dissertation: *Connecting Control-Balance Theory and Police Cynicism: An Empirical Test*

Chelsey Narvey
Professor: Alex Piquero
Dissertation: *Examining the Relationships Between Psychopathy, Offending, and Victimization*

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ECONOMICS

Aoyu Hou
Professor: Donggyu Sul
Dissertation: *Three Essays on Income Inequality and Economic Growth*

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Soham Das
Professor: Paul Diehl
Dissertation: *Minority and Majority: Cleavages, Conflicts, and Electoral Politics in the Indian Sub-Continent*

Misty D. Parker
Professor: Thomas Brunell
Dissertation: *‘Stereotyping’ the American Electorate: An Examination of what Drives Turnout in the Electoral Periphery*
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Diana Fayyad Al-Fayez
Professor: Doug Goodman

Adem Kaya
Professor: Meghna Sabharwal
Dissertation: The Impact of Leadership Styles on Groupthink: The Case of Turkish Teachers

Rolanda Randle
Professor: Sheryl Skaggs
Dissertation: The Impact of Early College High School Models on Minority Student Higher Education Outcomes: The Case of Four Texas Schools

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PUBLIC POLICY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY

Paulo Marcio Cavallo De Oliveira
Professor: Clint Peinhardt

Salma Mirza
Professor: Brian Berry
Dissertation: Consumer Confidence Index Surveys: A New Indicator From Pakistan

David Saucedo De La Fuente
Professor: Brian Berry
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Atefeh Ghazavi
Professor: Stuart Cogan
Dissertation: *Amorphous Silicon Carbide-Based Intraneural Ultramicroelectrode Array for Selective Interfacing to the Rat Cervical Vagus Nerve*

Maziyar Keshavarzian
Professor: Heather Hayenga
Dissertation: *In-Silico Vascular Growth and Remodeling Insights from Coupling Biology and Mechanics*

Rashed Tawfek Rihani
Professor: Joseph Pancrazio
Dissertation: *Liquid Crystal Elastomers as a Material for Neural Interfaces*

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Vignesh Kalidas
Professor: Lakshman Tamil
Dissertation: *Machine Learning Techniques for Automated Detection of Cardiac Arrhythmias*

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Xia Li
Professor: Lingming Zhang
Dissertation: *An Integrated Approach for Automated Software Debugging Via Machine Learning and Big Code Mining*

Hemant Malik
Professor: Ovidiu Daescu
Dissertation: *City Guarding and Path Checking: Some Steps Towards Smart Cities*
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Amin Abbasalipour
Professor: Siavash Pourkamali
Dissertation: Advanced Electrostatic Transducers: For Ultra Low-Power Sensing and High Work Density Actuation

Jianfei Chen
Professors: Ann Catrina Coleman
Qing Gu
Dissertation: Mode Locked GAAS/ALGAAS Quantum Wel Lasers with External Reflectors for Tunable THz Signal Generation

Tianyu Chen
Professor: Babak Fahimi
Dissertation: Wide Bandgap Device-Based Power Converter for Integrated Motor Drive System

Yucheng Dai
Professor: Hlaing Minn

Saurav Kumar
Professors: Nicholas Gans
Robert Gregg
Mark Spong
Dissertation: Extremum Seeking Control for Autonomous Periodic Systems with Applications to Lower Limb Wearable Robots

Sen Li
Professors: Babak Fahimi
Poras T. Balsara
Dissertation: Study of Nonlinear Phenomena in Power Electronic Circuits and Electric Motion Systems

Georgios Volanis
Professor: Yiorgos Makris
Dissertation: Applications of On-Die Neural Networks in Robust and Secure Analog/RF ICS and an Implementation in a Contemporary Technology

Zhongfan Zhao
Professor: Yaoyu Li
Dissertation: Synergy of Self-Optimizing Control and Real-Time Optimization with Applications to Building Energy Systems

Zhiqi Zhu
Professor: Benjamin Carrion Schaefer
Dissertation: Reducing the Complexity of Fault-Tolerant Behavioral Hardware Accelerators
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Sergiy Mykhaylovich Rozhdestvenskyy
Professor: Bruce Gnade
Dissertation: A Solid-State, High-Energy Neutron Detector Based on Neutron-Induced Fission of Uranium-238

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jamasp Azarnoosh
Professor: Fatemeh Hassanipour
Dissertation: Biomechanics of Breastfeeding: Fluid-Structure Interaction Simulation of Milk Expression

Kyle Ryan Embry
Professors: Robert Gregg
Mark Spong
Dissertation: Kinematic Modeling For Control of Agile Powered Prosthetic Legs Over Continuously Varying Speeds and Inclines

Cong Feng
Professor: Jie Zhang
Dissertation: Machine Learning-Based Renewable and Load Forecasting in Power and Energy Systems

Mucun Sun
Professor: Jie Zhang
Dissertation: Probabilistic Renewable Energy Forecasting by Considering Spatial-Temporal Correlation

Zhongyou Wu
Professor: Yaoyu Li
Dissertation: Model-Free Optimizing Control for Wind Energy Capture and Controls of Floating Wind Turbines

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

Hachem Moussa
Professors: I-Ling Yen
Farokh Bastani
Dissertation: Analytics and Algorithms for Real Time IoT Workflow Composition in the Edge-Cloud Infrastructure
NAVEEN JINDAL
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT STUDIES
Kyun Kim
Professors: Seung-Hyun Lee
Gregory Dess
Dissertation: *Synergy, Asymmetric Dependence, and Market Entry in Competition*

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
Jiayu Chen
Professors: Milind Dawande
Aynan Qi
Dissertation: *Socially Responsible Operations in Procurement*

Munhee Han
Professor: Vikram Nanda
Dissertation: *Institutional Trading Motives and Role of Brokers*

Sriharsha Kamatham
Professors: B.P.S. Murthi
Nanda Kumar
Dissertation: *Empirical Investigation of Habit, Variety-Seeking, and Satiation in Snack Consumption Using Multiple Discrete-Continuous Framework*

Chungseung Lee
Professors: Metin Cakanyildirim
Suresh Sethi
Dissertation: *Essays on Revenue Management and Price Competition*

Geng Sun
Professors: Srinivasan Raghunathan
Huseyin Cavusoglu
Dissertation: *Essays on the Economics of Membership-Based Free Shipping Programs in Online Marketplaces*

Murat Mustafa Tunc
Professor: Huseyin Cavusoglu
Dissertation: *Economics of Customer and Provider Information in Digital Platforms*

Wen Zhang
Professor: Elena Katok
Dissertation: *Essays on Strategic Sourcing and Revenue Management*
SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY

Dara Ahmadi-Tehrani
Professor: John Sibert
Dissertation: Polymeric, Wurster-Type Hosts For The Encapsulation Of Metal Cations And Molecular Guests

Candace Elyse Benjamin
Professor: Jeremiah Gassensmith
Dissertation: Virus-Like Particle Qβ: A Scaffold for Imaging and Plasmonic God Nanoparticles

Danielle Rose Berry
Professor: Ronald Smaldone
Dissertation: Enhancing the Polymeric Landscape for 3D Printing Using Post-Fabrication and Supramolecular Design

Jenifer Siton Calvo
Professor: Gabriele Meloni
Dissertation: Understanding the Chemistry of Metallothionein-3 in Copper Homeostasis and Neurodegeneration

Whitney Cosey
Professor: Inga Musselman
Dissertation: Prevention of Physical Aging Within Carbon Molecular Sieve Membranes for Gas Separations

Marc Joseph Frayna Gallenito
Professor: Gabriele Meloni
Dissertation: Characterization of Transmembrane Metal Transporters in Metal Homeostasis, Detoxification and Drug Resistance

Yingyu Huang
Professor: Jie Zheng
Dissertation: Surface Charged-Mediated Interactions and Transport of Ultrasmall Gold Nanoparticles in the Normal and Diseased Kidney

Daria Kurandina
Professors: Vladimir Gevorgyan
Eric Welin
Dissertation: Development of New Methods for Mild Radical Coupling Reactions

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS

Md Mujibur Rahman Chowdhury
Professor: Yifei Lou
Dissertation: Fractional-Order Total Variation Based Image Denoising, Deconvolution, and CT Reconstruction Under Poisson Statistics

Samson Babatunde Folarin
Professors: Viswanath Ramakrishna
Hejun Zhu
Dissertation: Reservoir Characterization of Non Gaussian Field Using Combined Ensemble Based Method
Md Arafat H. Khan  
Professor: Anh Tran  
Dissertation: *Left Orderability of Dehn Surgery on Odd Classical Pretzel Knots*

Samreen Sher Khan  
Professor: Viswanath Ramakrishna  
Dissertation: *Polar and Givens Decomposition and Inversion of the Indefinite Double Covering Map*

Sonam Lama  
Professors: John Zweck  
Matthew Goeckner  
Dissertation: *The Stochastic Weighted Particle Method for the Computation of the low Probability Tail of the Velocity Distribution in Spatially Homogeneous Plasmas*

Abdullah Al Mamun  
Professors: Luis Felipe Pereira  
Arunasalam Rahunanthan  
Dissertation: *An Assessment of Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods for Fluid Flow Forecasting in the Subsurface*

Het Yagnesh Mankad  
Professors: Luis Felipe Pereira  
Fabricio Sousa  

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MOLECULAR AND CELL BIOLOGY**

Lian Cao  
Professor: Tae Hoon Kim  
Dissertation: *Identification of a Novel MYC Associated Enhancer RNA*

Purna Chaitanya Konduri  
Professor: Li Zhang  
Dissertation: *Dissecting the Role of Heme in Regulating Yeast and Mammalian KDM4 Histone Demethylases*

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN STATISTICS**

Dipnil Chakraborty  
Professor: Sam Efromovich  
Dissertation: *Nonparametric Regression for Responses Missing Not at Random*

Dorcas Ofori-Boateng  
Professor: Yulia Gel  
Dissertation: *From Single to Multilayer Networks: Understanding Network Functionality Through a Topological Perspective*

Mohammad Shaha Alam Patwary  
Professor: Pankaj Choudhary  
Dissertation: *Estimation of Covariance Structures in Functional Mixed Models with Application to Heritability Estimation*

Akash Roy  
Professors: Frank Konietschke  
Pankaj Choudhary  
Dissertation: *The Nonparametric Behrens-Fisher Problem with Dependent Replicates*

Marwah Mahmoud Soliman  
Professor: Yulia Gel  
Dissertation: *Quantifying Environmental Risks Using a Fusion of Statistical and Machine Learning Methods*
COMMENCEMENT SYMBOLS

Academic symbols date to the Middle Ages and include the mace, chain of office, academic regalia, and gonfalons.

THE CEREMONIAL MACE

The mace is a ceremonial staff of authority that administrators and faculty at universities worldwide carry at the head of academic processions. Traditionally made of wood and clad with metal, the mace was originally a weapon of war used to knock an enemy from his horse or crush his armor. The mace evolved into a symbol of peaceful leadership and kings encrusted them with jewels and precious metals.

The UT Dallas mace was handcrafted by local woodworkers from part of the 600-year-old Treaty Oak Tree in Austin, which is said to have shaded Stephen F. Austin as he signed the first boundary agreement between American Indians and settlers in 1824. The tree was also said to be the last of a grove of live oaks where Native Americans once held feasts and religious ceremonies.

The four-foot, ten-pound mace includes sterling silver university seals surrounding a wafer embedded with Texas Instruments microchips representing the role of the company in the founding of the University. A steel band in the headpiece and the metal foot of the staff are fashioned from scientific instruments designed by the UT Dallas Space Sciences Institute and flown aboard the Space Shuttle Endeavor in September 1995. The mace stands in the president's office when not in use.

CHAIN OF OFFICE

The UT Dallas chain of office is the traditional symbol used to signify the responsibilities and authority of the University president. The links of the chain are engraved with the names of the presidents of the University above a large medallion in the form of the University seal.

The seal of The University of Texas at Dallas has as its central feature a shield that is divided into two fields, the upper and the lower. In the lower field are the historic wreath – the right half of which is an olive branch, the left half a live oak branch – and the star of the Great Seal of the State of Texas. In the upper field is an open book, a fitting symbol for an institution of learning.

The shield rests in a circle and contains the motto “Disciplina Praesidium Civitatis.” The motto is the late Dr. Edwin W. Fay's terse Latin rendering of the famous quotation from Mirabeau B. Lamar: “Cultivated mind is the guardian genius of democracy.” Around the disk is a larger one, bearing the words “The University of Texas at Dallas.”
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Students in the medieval universities of Paris, Bologna, Oxford, and Cambridge organized into guilds, and gradually their costumes of flowing robes became distinctive for Bachelors (apprentices) of Arts, Masters (teachers) and Doctors (teachers who had completed postgraduate studies).

The academic hood worn by today’s Masters and Doctoral students derives from the medieval cloak worn over the gown. The color on the outside trim of the hood indicates the degree earned; the colors on the hood lining area those of the university granting the degree.

The academic cap was a later development, first conferred as a symbol of the Master’s degree. Some caps were stiff, some soft; some were square, some found with a tuft. The tassel of today is an elaboration of the tuft. Round caps are still used by some institutions. The square mortar board style originated at Oxford.

In the United States, the Intercollegiate Code has taken the Oxford costume and standardized academic regalia. The Master’s gown has long, pointed sleeves; the Doctoral gown has closed sleeves with three bars of velvet on each and velvet facing.

Six colors of tassels are worn by UT Dallas graduates. The white tassel is worn by those receiving the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts; the golden tassel is worn by those receiving the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science; the drab tassel is worn by those receiving the Master of Business Administration; the teal tassel is worn by those receiving the Master of Public Affairs; the brown tassel is worn by those receiving the Master of Fine Arts; and the gold tassel is reserved for Doctors and Presidents.

GONFALONS

The gonfalons – or college banners – add a wonderful element of color and pageantry to The University of Texas at Dallas commencement and convocation ceremonies. The gonfalon is a long banner that is suspended from a crossbar. The name derives from medieval Italy, where “gonfalone” was the name given to a community meeting in Florence. Each neighborhood had its own flag and coat of arms and the word gonfalon eventually came to be associated with the flag.

All gonfalons have in common several elements that symbolize the unified mission of the University. Among these common elements are the school colors, green and orange. The color orange represents The University of Texas System and is derived from the burnt orange UT Austin, the first UT school. In the world of academia, the orange color symbolizes engineering. UT Dallas’ green color stems from the green olive and oak branches that are represented in the UT Dallas seal. Olive branches symbolize peace and oak branches symbolize strength and endurance.